


my works reflect on the multiple layers of memory, history, myth, fantasy 

and desire that can be evoked by a compelling object, image or site. These 

concerns inform my entire art practice, from my early work with objects and 

video, my large-projection interactive 3d virtual reality installations and my 

current work in augmented reality.

my art practice has always focused on bringing visual form to these invisible 

levels of meaning. my first artwork, the connection machine cm-1/cm-2 

supercomputer, reflected on fantasies expressed in both science writing 

and science fiction of creating an electronic brain. (collections: moma New 

York, smithsonian)

my early videos in the Totem Project explored the power of the human body 

to evoke numinous beings existing somewhere between the boundaries of 

the human and the supernatural. 

my site-specific interactive 3d virtual worlds involved creating 3d 

reconstructions that referenced real places (manzanar internment camp 

in the california desert, Venice and its lagoon, the Berlin wall and its 

surrounding neighborhoods in east and west Berlin), and then triggering 

surrealist shifts between the very diverse layers of associations that different 

groups of people have with these sites.

working now with augmented reality i am spared the effort of first 

reconstructing a location, being able to position my artworks directly at a 

site to trigger the invisible layers of memory and meaning that it evokes. 

The frequent critique of ar, that it is invisible, is irrelevant to me because in 

human experience the most powerful associations connected to a site are 

often invisible to those who do not know or actively wish to ignore them. 

Now, ar can make the invisible visible, revealing the hidden worlds that 

have accumulated throughout our long history and creating new worlds 

yet unseen. These worlds can now be visible for all those who wish to seek 

them.

arTisT sTaTemeNT

Photo: daniel sammans, wet plate collodion print

www.TamikoThiel.com
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eNTer The PlasToceNe

ar immersive video projection space

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2021/2022

augmented reality enhanced 15 channel immersive installation at meeT 

digital culture center, milan, italy, 2022. curated by Julie walsh Projects.

humans have created a whole new epoch for the denizens of the ocean: 

the Plastocene. Plastic has become a ubiquitous part of the world‘s 

oceans, permeating all layers from the surface down to the darkest 

depths. 

Visitors to the meeT immersive space were surrounded on three sides 

by a continuous, 50 meter long floor to ceiling plastic waste coral reef 

and schools of fish and swimming plastic waste. „enter the Plastocene“ 

embeds visitors via live augmented reality video streams into the middle of 

the garbage we create, giving them an acute sense of the life surrounded 

by garbage that we are inflicting on ocean dwellers. Visitors could also 

view the ar app on their own smartphones, layering additional plastic 

waste corals and fish onto the visitors and the physical space.
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eNTer The PlasToceNe

immersive video projection space

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2021

world premiere at donumenta arT laB Gleis 1, regensburg, Germany, 

2021.

at the regensburg central station, visitors descended stairs into 

the donumenta arT laB Gleis 1, an unused pedestrian underpass, 

transformed into a mysterious underwater cave. Beyond the rhythmic 

burble of a scuba diving breathing apparatus, the muffled announcements 

and sounds of arriving and departing trains created an eerie world of its 

own, far removed from the bustle of a busy train station. Fish and plastic 

garbage swim above, while (real) plastic waste on the floor and virtual 

projections of plastic waste coral reefs fill the walls and the ceiling of the 

tunnel.

since most plastics cannot be recycled, the contents of our overflowing 

recycling bins are shipped to poorer countries around the world, often 

being simply dumped into the sea en route or at their final destination. 

The larger pieces wash up on the beaches or float on the surface in 

gyres such as the Great Pacific Trash Vortex. The smaller parts and the 

degraded micro and nano parts make their way from the North Pole to 

the south Pole, and down to the ocean floors all over the world. 

welcome to the Plastocene!
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rewildar

augmented reality installation

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2021

commissioned for the 175th anniversary of the smithsonian institution, 

curator ashley molese. 

Premiered in „FUTUres,“ smithsonian arts and industry Building (aiB), 

The mall, washington d.c., 2021.

challenged by FUTUres curators to „imagine the future we want, not 

the future we fear,“ we offered a vision of how washington d.c. could 

be rewilded to create a thriving, sustainable environment for nature in 

the city. developed in collaboration with si Gardens and horticulturalist 

holly walker, we focused on symbiotic relationships between flowers and 

insects native to the washington d.c. area. Time based ar animations 

take viewers through the seasons: dogwoods and their dependent 

dogwood mining bees, columbines and sphinx moths, milkweed and 

monarch butterflies, and echinacea and metallic green sweat bees. a 

brief winter interlude brings the viewer back to the spring miracle of 

dogwoods flowering on bare branches.

rewilding the city means turning all available open areas and parks, but 

also planting strips, rooftops and planting strips wherever possible, from 

carefully mono-cultivated gardens into wildflower meadows, wetlands 

or similarly biodiverse biotopes. it means preserving not just beloved or 

“useful” plants and insects, but also ones we might see as nuisances, or 

that produce no “useful” commercial products.
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aTmos sPhaerae

immersive large video projection 

Tamiko Thiel, 2021

created in virtual reality for the dimoda 4.0 Vr museum exhibit 

„dis/location,“ curated by christiane Paul.

original music by christoph reiserer

sound engineering by martin rieger

  

image this page: Gases in the proto-planetary disc.

image facing page: Greenhouse gas emissions from anthropocene oil rigs. 

a deep time meditation on the changing elemental composition of the 

earth’s atmosphere.

atmos sphaerae uses the poetic beauty of the scientific notation „lewis 

structures“ to make visible the differences in atomic composition 

between different atmospheric gases.

The experience takes the viewer from the pre Big Bang void through 

the proto-planetary gas disc, to the life-giving water, then the Great 

oxygenation event triggered by photosynthesizing cyanobacteria, to the 

runaway greenhouse triggered by humans‘ voracious appetite for fossil 

fuels.
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leNd me YoUr Face!

Participatory deep Fake artificial intelligence Video installation

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2020

with technical collaboration from christoph clement*

image this page: „lend me Your Face!“ in the exhibit “Götzendämmerung,” 

artists’ association in the haus der kunst, munich, 2020.

image facing page: „lend me Your Face!“ in the exhibit “Yesterday’s 

Fiction,” microwave media art Festival hong kong, 2021.

in lend me Your Face! a neural network animates a single photo of each 

participating visitor’s face to match “driving videos” of leading public 

figures. The deepfakes are displayed in large projections surrounding 

the public.

The visitor is confronted with a very personal encounter of how the most 

intimate and yet public part of the self, the face and the emotions it 

expresses, can easily be manipulated and placed in contexts out of their 

control.

* lend me Your Face! uses an open source deepfake neural network 

framework developed by a. siarohin et al. using the Voxceleb dataset, 

extended with „deep-animator,“ a wrapper created by dimitris 

Poulopoulos, and set up with the help of christoph clement.
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i am soUNd

Participatory music/video installation, digital prints, videos

Tamiko Thiel (image) and christoph reiserer (music/instrument), 2016

commissioned by the digital synesthesia Group (University of applied arts 

Vienna, city University of hong kong, Zkm karlsruhe)

a dark room. a pool of light, with a camera and microphone. You enter 

the light. Your face appears projected and fractured into a cubist portrait 

on a curtain of metal plates — a 12-tone metallophone.

a soft, shimmering sound begins to fill the room — your face, 

transformed into a personal, minimalist music composition, plays on the 

metallophone. Green lines scan your face. The music changes, and the 

vibrations of the plates causes the mosaic of your face to shimmer.

You are the living heart of an aural/visual system that transforms your 

face into a personal music video.

You become image. You become sound.



ToUchiNG, Traces: 2020 elecTioN diaries

i began the Touching, Traces work series as an exploration of the 

intimacy of touch on mobile device screens. This became even 

more relevant in 2020, the first year of the coronavirus pandemic. 

since it was thought that transmission of the virus was primarily 

through physical contact, we all became hyperaware of the surfaces 

we touched and of the traces that may or may not be on those 

surfaces. For those alone in self-isolation, our mobile devices were 

the surfaces we touched and stroked most intimately and most often. 

as i was following the course of the 2020 Us presidential election, my 

work with Touching, Traces became a mirror of the events i was following 

online, and codified in my „2020 election diaries.“ These were records 

of my frantic „doomscrolling“ on news sites and Facebook on key days 

around and after the 2020 election, as Trump and his GoP allies attacked 

the landslide win by Biden and harris that knocked him out of office. 

as we now know, the attempts culminated in Trump’s call to storm the 

capitol Building on January 6, 2021. Trump stirred up a violent mob to 

attack the senators and representatives of the United states of america 

in the capitol Building as they were meeting to confirm the results of 

the election. multiple people died as a result of the attack, and Vice 

President Pence and others narrowly escaped death by mob violence. 

This led to Trump‘s second impeachment, in which however a majority 

of the republicans, whom Trump put in peril of their lives, voted not to 

convict him.  

living in europe, isolated from the events in the Usa by time and 

distance, i was desperately trying to make sense of the weird events and 

the weeks of uncertainty and suspense, and seeking solace in my online 

community of friends and media analysts.

series of 21 „mini“ digital fine art prints, 14x19.5 cm floated on 21x30 cm, hahnemühle Baryta paper

Tamiko Thiel, 2020-2021

2020-11-07  

Biden-Harris Declared Winners, Trump Refuses to 
Concede

Four days after the election on Nov. 3rd, Biden-
harris are declared winners. Trump refuses to 
concede.

2021-01-06 

Warnock Ossoff Wins Give Democrats Senate. 
Trump Rioters Attack Capitol.
  
warnock and ossoff wins in Georgia give 
democrats control of the Us senate. later, Trump 
exhorts his supporters to attack the capitol to 
prevent certification of the election by congress.

2021-02-13 

Majority of GOP Senators Refuse to Convict Trump.

senator mitch mcconnell said donald Trump was 
practically and morally responsible for inciting 
the events of January 6th, but refused to convict, 
as did all but 7 GoP senators.
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eVolUTioN oF Fish (PUBlic arT iNsTallaTioN)

Participatory augmented reality installation in public space, iPad, large 

projection

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2019

commissioned by digital Graffiti Festival, alys Beach, Florida, 2019

created during an artist residency at the digital Graffiti Festival, 

evolution of Fish is an augmented reality installation that turns the 

surroundings into an underwater reef, filled with schools of fish. Visitors 

use iPads to guide the fish to swarm left and right — but the more they 

intervene, the more the fish turn to plastic garbage.

For the festival, two iPads were placed on rotating stands in a small 

square. The images from the iPads, with the augments and the 

background image including any visitors caught by the camera, were 

projected on the two-story facades of buildings on each side of the 

square. Visitors became denizens of a giant aquarium filled with fish and 

plastic waste.

The installation includes fish native to or invasive in the Florida Gulf coast: 

large silvery amberjacks, known for their love of debris, and colorful reef 

fish that will become more common on the Florida Panhandle emerald 

coast, as they migrate northward due to warming waters.
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eVolUTioN oF Fish (GallerY iNsTallaTioN)

Participatory mixed reality plastic waste installation, iPad, augmented 

reality projection 

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2019

european premiere: digital art space, director karin wimmer, munich, 2019

in the digital art space munich the gallery was transformed into an 

underwater cave filled with plastic waste. The ar image from the iPad 

was projected onto the walls between the garbage. Visitors were included 

in the  ar projection as well and became habitants of the underwater 

reef. 

Friends of the gallery were requested to save all plastic garbage that

accumulated in the course of their daily lives, and help attach it to 

the surfaces in the gallery: onto the walls, the ceiling and floor. The 

waste included much plastic packaging, but also many household and 

personal items: worn out shoes and clothing, nylon stockings, toys, 

office supplies, broken umbrellas, etc. etc. etc. as a participatory gallery 

installation, evolution of Fish raises awareness of how plastics permeate 

our lives.

in each new venue for the artwork, the garbage will reflect the local 

products and lifestyle. many participants and visitors in munich, a very 

health-conscious city, were for instance startled to realize how many of 

their natural food products were sold in single-use plastic packaging.



UNexPecTed GrowTh

augmented reality installation, digital print, videos 

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2018

commissioned by and in the collection of the whitney museum of american 

art, New York 

Premiered in “Programmed: rules, codes, and choreographies in art, 

1965-2018”

europe premiere: “illusionary Nature,” museum sinclair-haus, Bad 

homburg, Germany

Perturbations in the natural order have torn the fabric of the space-time 

continuum, and unexpected growths are seeping into our world — perhaps 

from our own future. augmented reality apps transform our mobile devices 

into “arscopes” — allowing us to see into these parallel dimensions that 

co-exist and overlay our own so-called “reality.“ one such growth was 

discovered on the 6th floor terrace of the whitney museum of american 

art. The growths are movable, and are periodically reshuffled by passing 

waves. This strange growth seems to respond to the mediated human gaze 

on a daily cycle, absorbing electromagnetic energy from our “arscopes.” 

over the course of a day, depending on the number of people viewing it, the 

accumulated exposure seems to cause the growth to bleach. 

more investigation and longer terms studies will be needed to understand 

the effects of human interference with its growth cycle. what we can say so 

far is that the growths seem to be an odd mixture of coral animals and plastic. 

They are clearly following principles of lindenmayer systems: algorithmic, 

branching growth as is common in many corals. it is unclear however how 

the plastics are becoming incorporated into living systems, and what effects 

these coral-plastic symbioses will have on the larger ecosystems, especially 

on animals all along the foodchain — up to human beings — who feed 

off of sea flora and fauna. another troublesome aspect is that the growths 

on the 6th floor terrace are clearly underwater creatures. if they are really 

coming from our future, when will the waters of New York harbor reach 

this disturbingly high level? are such symbioses our future, as plastic waste 

becomes more numerous than the fish in the sea?
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NoThiNG oF him ThaT doTh Fade... 

3d ceramic print, one of a kind

augmented reality app 

Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2019

collection Julia and anton hofmeier

Produced for the PiN. benefit auction 2019 for 

Pinakothek der moderne and museum Brandhorst in munich.

Photos: haydar koyupinar, Bayerische staatsgemäldesammlungen

“Ariel's Song,” Scene ii Act I “The Tempest,” by William Shakespeare

Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral made;
Those are pearls that were his eyes;
Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell:
Ding-dong.
Hark! now I hear them – Ding-dong, bell.

in the iPad display we see that we are surrounded with a reef of virtual 

corals — made of plastic garbage. The longer we look, the more they 

bleach. The little white sculpture is a coral that bleached fully, and in 

dying fell out of the virtual world into our real world. surrounded by 

broken pieces of its own body, it is a memento mori for our endangered 

oceans. 
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sTraNGe GrowTh

augmented reality, Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2019

image Tracking augmented reality, Tamiko Thiel and /p, 2019

 

image below: 

Fellow Vector #9 artist Gretta louw demonstrates strange Growth at the 

book launch in kunstverein munich, 2019.

a strange new growth is taking over the ocean depths. scientists 

constructed this image from data, recorded  with a revolutionary new 

process that incorporates a 4d space-time recording of the organism 

into a simple 2d black and white graphic. 

Warning: there may be  unexpected consequences 

of vieWing the object!

on recent model ios or high-end android smartphones:

•	 download and install ar-vos app: http://ar-vos.com

•	 accept all permissions.

•	 if a list appears, select „Tamiko Thiel.“

•	 Frame trigger image (on right-hand page) in brackets in app screen.

Watch carefully - the organism may take over the 

room ...

strange Growth first appeared in:

VecTor (edition #9) artist Journal

Guest editor munich: Birthe Blauth

managing editors: Peter Gregorio and Javier Barrios

Book launch 11 december 2019 in the kunstverein munich.

http://www.vector.bz

http://ar-vos.com
http://www.vector.bz
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GardeNs oF The aNThroPoceNe

augmented reality installation, digital print, videos 

Tamiko Thiel, 2016

commissioned by the seattle art museum for their olympic sculpture Park

Gardens of the anthropocene posits a science fiction future in which 

native aquatic and terrestrial plants have mutated to cope with the 

increasing unpredictable and erratic climate swings. The plants in the 

installation are all derived from actual native plants in and around the 

seattle olympic sculpture Park that are tolerent to drought on land 

or to warming sea waters, and are therefore expected to adapt to the 

increasing temperatures to come.

Beyond this actual scientific basis, however, the artwork takes artistic 

license to imagine a surreal, dystopian scenario in which plants are 

“mutating” to breach natural boundaries: from photosynthesis of visible 

light to feeding off of mobile devices’ electromagnetic radiation, from 

extracting nutrients from soil to feeding off man-made structures, and 

to transgressing boundaries between underwater and dry land, between 

reactive flora and active fauna.
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BrUsh The skY

augmented reality installation, iPad, digital prints (Tamiko Thiel)

Japanese calligraphy for ar and on mylar hangings (midori kono Thiel)

a calligraphic family narrative, written onto the skies of seattle, wa (2015) 

and san Jose, ca (2019). 

commissioned for seattle by the wing luke museum of the asian american 

experience, 2015; commissioned for san Jose and cupertino, ca, by the 

california history center and euphrat museum, deanza college, 2019

Photo on this page: midori kono Thiel with ar calligraphy and mylar 

calligraphy wall hangings, wing luke museum, seattle; Next page: Brush 

the sky: odoroku (astonishment) with cherry Blossom Festival logo, 

seattle center.

For millennia east asian artists have enhanced paintings with calligraphy, 

the abstract, graphic qualities of the brush strokes reverberating 

with the meanings of text and image. in “Brush the sky,” a mother-

daughter duo bring the ancient art of calligraphy into the 21st century. 

in the wing luke museum and euphrat museum gallery exhibits, 

transparent wall hangings by midori kono Thiel emphasized the abstract 

nature of calligraphic art by deconstructing the strokes of Japanese 

characters across multiple parallel layers in non-traditional ways. The 

transparent layers and their shadows, stirred into motion by a slight 

breeze, invited visitors to regard the calligraphy as abstract, gestural art. 

her daughter Tamiko Thiel enhanced the installation with augmented reality 

overlays, visible through an iPad mounted on a rotatable pedestal. These 

ar versions of midori‘s calligraphy enclosed visitors between veils of 

„real“ and „virtual“ calligraphy to incorporate them into a total installation. 

Tamiko also placed augmented versions of midori‘s calligraphy at sites of 

family history around seattle and silicon Valley to create city-wide public 

artworks. These virtual artworks, often animated, further de- and re-construct 

midori‘s boldly abstract, gestural calligraphy into visual poems, marking sites 

of this Japanese american family‘s four generations of involvement with the 

seattle and san Francisco Bay areas. in san Jose, ca, the ar exhibit is 

being shown as part of the hidden histories of san Jose Japantown Project, 

in collaboration with the Japanese american museum of san Jose and 

support from a knight Foundation immersive Technology in the arts grant.
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GoldseGeN / GoldeN BlessiNGs

Participatory augmented reality public art project and wall hanging

Tamiko Thiel, 2015 - 2017

commissioned as part of the public art project “das rätsel des Überflüssigen” 

(“conundrum of the superfluous”) by serafine lindemann | artcircolo with 

pilotraum01 e.V., GcN and dantondenkraum, for  klimaherbst münchen 

2014

“how mUch do YoU Need To Be haPPY?”

i asked people to write their answers to this question on a whiteboard, 

then took augmented photos of them with their answers, standing in a 

shower of lucky gold coins. i printed out the image on the spot – one 

copy for them to take home as a lucky charm, the other copy to create 

a participatory wall hanging.
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shades oF aBseNce

augmented reality installation, digital print, videos 

Tamiko Thiel, 2011

manifest.ar artist group intervention at Venice Bienniale, 2011

in these “pavilions of absence” images of contemporary artists whose 

works have been censored are reduced to gold silhouettes and placed 

in the midst of terms of transgression. each erased silhouette stands 

for countless unknown or lesser known artists who face censorship or 

persecution with no public support. 

“shades oF aBseNce: PUBlic Voids”

artists of censored public artworks — including several cases at the Venice 

Biennial itself — are placed into the public space of Piazza san marco.

“shades oF aBseNce: oUTside iNside”

This work creates a virtual pavilion on the Giardini main concourse for 

censored artists who have faced threats of violence or arrest. 

“shades oF aBseNce: schliNGeNsieF Gilded”

The posthumous exhibit for theater director christoph schlingensief in the 

German Pavilion won the Golden lion award for Best National Pavilion. 

in an homage to schlingensief, this artwork manifests his ironic presence 

surrounded by terms often used to describe his works.

Manifest.AR
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art criTic Face maTrix

augmented reality installation, digital print, videos 

Tamiko Thiel, 2010

“we ar in moma” – ar intervention in the museum of modern art, New 

York

Photos in moma atrium: this page: sander Veenhof 

Next page: left: mark skwarek and Peggy weil

right: Tamiko Thiel

on 9 october 2010, sander Veenhof & mark skwarek organized 

an uninvited cyberspace takeover of the museum of modern art 

(moma) in New York as part of the conflux Festival for contemporary 

Psychogeography. The exhibition, called “we ar in moma,” placed 

virtual artworks into moma‘s “real” galleries using GPs based geolocative 

augmented reality technology.

on their invitation i was delighted to contribute my first ar artwork “art 

critic Face matrix” to the exhibit. it was placed in the atrium, fittingly 

overlaid on Yoko ono’s 1961 instruction painting “Voice Piece for 

soprano: scream. 1. against the wind 2. against the wall 3. against the 

sky,” which provided the appropriate soundtrack for the art critic Face 

matrix.
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laNd oF cloUd

augmented reality installation, digital prints, videos

By Tamiko Thiel, 2017-2018 

Google Vr Tilt Brush artist in residence, san Francisco, 2017

winner of the audience award, Vrham Vr festival, hamburg, 2018

Three days journey beyond space and Time lies the land of cloud. The 

people there are silent. They communicate not through speech, gesture 

or gaze, but instead through strange and wondrous “cloud mirrors.” 

These devices keep them in constant contact with their deity, The 

cloud, in whose image they are created — their bodies are themselves 

composed of softly billowing clouds.

The land of cloud is a beautiful garden, but the cloud People are 

oblivious to their surroundings. They stare into their devices, motionless, 

spellbound by whispers from The cloud. The garden slowly envelops 

them in its boughs.

if you visit the land of cloud, you will hear a susurration of voices when 

you enter the space. if you walk up to a cloud Person, sit or lie down 

next to them and place your head in their head, you will hear that each 

one repeats its own mantra, given by the cloud deity. 

all mantras were taken from the 2016 Usa election campaign.
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reVisioNiNG The VirTUal wall

digital collage, 70 cm x 140 cm, 2009

Fine art print on hahnemühle Baryta paper, mounted on alu-dibond.

Two of a larger series of motifs are illustrated here. 

digital collages mix archival materials discovered in researching the 

Berlin wall with digital material generated for the 3d virtual reality artwork 

Virtuelle mauer/reconstructing the wall. Using ancient techniques 

to depict time as image composition, with more modern techniques 

of layering and collage, i create complex images of memories and 

movement through space and time.



VirTUelle maUer / recoNsTrUcTiNG The wall

interactive virtual reality large-screen installation, 2008 

stereo Vr version for oculus rift/Quest 2 + link, 2022

T+T (Tamiko Thiel and Teresa reuter)

supported by a 2007 hauptstadtkulturfonds grant (Berlin capital city cultural 

Fund) as an integral part of the Berlin wall memorial concept of the city-state 

of Berlin.

winner of the 2009 iBm innovation award for art and Technology, Boston 

cyberarts.  

 it is over 30 years since the Fall of the Berlin wall on November 9, 1989. 

most people alive today have never seen it in real life. This artwork 

recreates a kilometer-long section of the wall and its surrounding 

neighborhoods in east and west Berlin, depicting the radical changes 

made over the 28 years of its existence. 

exploring the virtual space with a simple  thumbwheel , users’ own 

movements and actions trigger dramatic encounters with events 

spanning from the 1960s to the 2000s. in west Berlin users can tour 

the colorful graffiti on the west wall and hear stories of past events; in 

east Berlin there is a hushed silence and users find that approaching 

the wall and its checkpoints can have severe consequences.  

 

Users are protagonists in a surrealist dream – not as all-powerful border 

guards, but in the role of normal Berlin residents living “in the shadow 

of the wall.”
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The TraVels oF mariko horo

interactive virtual reality large-screen installation, digital prints, videos

Tamiko Thiel, 2006

original music by Ping Jin, Professor for music composition, china  

conservatory Beijing

supported by a 2003 Japan Foundation fellowship at the kyoto art center 

and a fellowship at the massachusetts institute of Technology center for 

advanced Visual studies in 2004

winner of the 2006 Junge kunst/Neue medien Prize of the capital city of 

munich

The Travels of mariko horo is a “reverse marco Polo” fantasy in which 

mariko horo, a time-traveling Japanese woman living between the 12th 

and the 21st centuries, constructs the exotic and unknowable occident. 

The user nevers sees mariko, she is mariko and explores the world 

through her eyes.

The piece was inspired by Japanese artists of the “Namban” (“southern 

Barbarian”) genre that existed between the 17th-19th centuries while 

the country was closed to the outside world. drawing on only a few 

images and maps enhanced by their own fertile imaginations, they 

created fantasies of an exotic, unknowable west. This Vr installation 

draws on images from Venetian and Byzantine art history and collides 

dante’s christian universe with Buddhist cosmology, using the medium 

of interactive 3d virtual reality for a journey through space and time, a 

work of Namban art for the 21st century.
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BeYoNd maNZaNar

interactive virtual reality large-screen installation, digital prints, videos

Tamiko Thiel and Zara houshmand, 2000

Produced as artist in residence at iamas international academy of media 

arts and science, Japan.

winner of 1998 wired award for computer graphics. 

edition: 3 + 1 aP (#1 in the collection of san Jose museum of art, silicon 

Valley, california) 

Beyond manzanar is an interactive virtual reality environment, a 

metaphorical landscape that explores political scapegoating of ethnic 

populations in times of crisis. The historic experiences of Japanese 

americans in world war ii and the more recent experiences of iranian 

americans during the 1979 iranian hostage crisis form the basis for 

a surreal and poetic work contrasting immigrant attempts to achieve 

the american dream with the demonization of entire groups as “alien 

invasives.”
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digital print series, 1997

 

left image:

metamorphoses: amPh-x01, 1997

digital print, 61.4 cm wide x 76.5 cm high

right image:

metamorphoses: amPh-x02, 1997

digital print, 61.4 cm wide x 51.2 cm high

meTamorPhoses

Totem: an object, animal or plant, worshipped as the ancestor or 

protector of a person or a clan, and that serves as a magical helper. 

 

The Totem Project is a series of works that use technology to reclaim a 

sense of the human body as mysterious and powerful, a source of mythic 

significance. Through the eye of the camera i seek this transformation 

from the human to the numinous, from the mortal body to that of its 

totemic protector.
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single channel version of 5-channel crT video sculpture, 1996

supported by a Bay area Video coalition (BaVc) artist‘s equipment access 

Grant, san Francisco, 1996.

original music by Teed rockwell

  

image this page: Tamiko Thiel with Totem of heavenly wisdom 5-channel 

video sculpture. in the group exhibit „Plugged in,“ haines Gallery, san 

Francisco/Usa, 1998.

image facing page: Totem of heavenly wisdom, single channel still image. 

ToTem oF heaVeNlY wisdom

i search for abstract forms and movements of the human body that 

trigger powerful associations with the processes of life and death, 

transforming images of „innocent“ body parts into fetishistic objects, 

projections of the viewer‘s own desires and fears.

in the original Totem of heavenly wisdom video sculpture, five crT 

monitors created a „video totem pole“ taller than a human being. The 

single channel version brings the 5 channels onto a single, vertically 

oriented 9:16 monitor.

The music was composed and performed by Teed rockwell to fit the 

character of the totemic beast. it is a synthesis of east indian classical 

music and western jazz/rock traditions.



GoldeN seed

Video installation, digital prints

music: 17th century russian orthodox liturgy

Tamiko Thiel, 1991

diploma exhibit for academy of Fine arts munich, 1991

Finalist in “deutsche Videokunstpreis,” Zkm karlsruhe, Germany, 1992

(under the name “das Goldene ei/ The Golden i”)

a dark passage leads into the underworld. in a low cave with a sandy 

floor, smelling of incense and of dry dust, light streams from a moving 

votive image framed in gold. sacred music rises and falls in ecstatic 

chorus. 

holy mother earth, dark and fertile, your child will rise again in eternal 

golden light… in the fields, the fertile furrows will overflow with ears of 

grain …
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coNNecTioN machiNe cm-1/cm-2

artificial intelligence parallel supercomputer, 1986/1987, danny hillis, inventor

Tamiko Thiel, lead product designer, Thinking machines corporation

a cm-2 won the 1989 Gordon Bell award as fastest computer of the world. 

connection machines are in the museum of modern art New York and in the 

smithsonian institution (museum of american history) washington dc.

Photographs: Tamiko Thiel. right hand page: in moma NY, 2017. left hand 

page: with cm-1 colleagues in 1985 

The connection machine cm-1, the brainchild of inventor danny hillis,  was 

the first commercial supercomputer designed expressly for problems of 

artificial intelligence (ai), a massively parallel supercomputer with 65,536 

processors. The cm-1 was modeled on the structure of a human brain: 

rather than a single powerful processor performing calculations one after 

another, the data was distributed over tens of thousands of simple 1-bit 

processors, all of which could perform calculations simultaneously. 

what enabled the processors to communicate faster than previous parallel 

computers was the internal network, a 12-dimensional boolean n-cube 

structure suggested by Nobel Prize physicist richard Feynman.

Technical legacy: Google co-founder sergey Brin learned parallel 

programming on a cm-2; his adaptation of hillis’ parallel programming 

paradigm enabled the early success of Google’s search engine. in 2010 

Google also bought hillis’ follow-on ai company metaweb — its cTo John 

Giannandrea became head of ai at Google.

Design legacy:  From 1983-1985 i directed the packaging and industrial 

design of the connection machine cm-1/cm-2 at Thinking machines 

corporation, with industrial design consultants allen hawthorne and Gordon 

Bruce, and mechanical engineering consultant Ted Bilodeau. The design 

influenced apple and NexT founder steve Jobs: according to personal 

communications from Joanna hoffman, steve Jobs “right hand” on the 

original macintosh computer and Jobs’ NexT computer, Jobs requested she 

get the designer of the connection machine to design his NexT Pc. Joanna 

replied, “sorry, Tamiko has gone to europe to be an artist …”



Tamiko Thiel was awarded the 2018 ix Visionary Pioneer award by saT 

montreal for lifetime achievement creating media artworks exploring place, 

space, the body and cultural identity in political and socially critical artworks. 

starting as a product design mechanical engineer with degrees from 

stanford and miT, she was lead product designer on danny hillis‘ connection 

machine cm-1/cm-2 (1986/1987), the first commercial artificial intelligence 

supercomputer and in 1989 the fastest computer in the world. These 

machines influenced Google’s ai technology, inspired steve Jobs‘ designs, 

and are in the collections of moma NY and the smithsonian institution. Thiel 

has subsequently used ai technology to create artworks such as her lend 

me Your Face! (2020, with /p) deepfake ai video installation.

her first Vr work was as producer/creative director of starbright world 

(1994-1997), the first 3d online metaverse world for children, in collaboration 

with steven spielberg. her Vr artwork Beyond manzanar (2000, with 

Zara housmand), was one of the first Vr artworks collected by a Us 

art museum (in 2002, by the san Jose museum of art in silicon Valley). 

her interactive large projection Vr Virtuelle mauer/reconstructing the 

wall (2008, with Teresa reuter) was supported by Berlin´s capitol city 

cultural Fund and won the iBm innovation award for art and Technology 

in 2009. it is being shown for the first time as a full stereo Vr experience 

in „diverse realites.“ other major Vr artworks include land of cloud, 

created for a GoogleVr Tilt Brush artist in residence and winner of the 

Vrham audience award in 2018, and atmos sphaerae, created for 

the dimoda 4.0 Vr exhibit „dis/location“ curated by christiane Paul. 

BioGraPhY

as a founding member of the group manifest.ar Thiel participated in their 

groundbreaking augmented reality intervention into moma NY in 2010 with 

her art critic Face matrix, and was the main curator/organisator of their ar 

intervention at the Venice Biennale in 2011, including her work shades of 

absence. many ar commissions followed: Biomer skelters (2013, with will 

Pappenheimer) from FacT liverpool, Brush the sky (2015, with midori kono 

Thiel) from wing luke museum of the asian-Pacific experience, Gardens of 

the anthropocene (2016) from seattle art museum. The 1st edition of her ar 

installation Unexpected Growth (2018, with /p) was commissioned by and 

is in the collection of the whitney museum of american art. The 2nd edition 

was auctioned in 2021 in the first curated sale of NFTs at christie‘s New 

York, lady Phe‘s „Proof of sovereignty,“ for which Thiel required christie’s 

to develop a more sustainable Proof of stake NFT minting process for their 

platform. her most recent ar commissions include  rewildar (2021, with /p) 

for the 175th anniversary of the smithsonian institution, and arpothecary’s 

Garden (2022), created for roche’s 125th anniversary arTour Basel curated 

by sabine himmelsbach, and now in the roche Basel art collection.  

Thiel has works in various private collections as well, including works from 

her digital print series Touching, Traces in the collections of fellow media art 

pioneers eduardo kac and lynn hershman leeson.

www.TamikoThiel.com
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cUrricUlUm ViTae
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1957 Born in oakland, california, Usa to Philip Thiel and midori kono Thiel.  

 childhood in kamakura/Japan and seattle/Usa.

edUcaTioN

1991 academy of Fine arts, munich, Germany.

 diploma in applied Graphics with Gerhard Berger; studies with  

 daniel spoerri and Jörg immendorf.

1983 massachUseTTs iNsTiTUTe of TechNoloGY, cambridge, ma,  

 Usa. m.s. in mechanical engineering. studies in Biomechanics  

 lab and in precursor to miT media lab. 

1979 sTaNFord UNiVersiTY, stanford, ca, Usa. B.s. in General  

 engineering/Product design, human-machine interface  

collecTioNs

mUseUm of moderN arT, New York, NY. connection machine cm-2

whiTNeY mUseUm of americaN arT, New York, NY. Unexpected Growth

saN Jose mUseUm of arT, san Jose, Beyond manzanar 

smiThsoNiaN iNsTiTUTioN, washington dc. connection machine cm-2

kUNsTsammlUNG roche Basel, arpothecary’s Garden ar installation

edUardo kac collection, Touching, Traces: 2020-05-14, fine art print

lYNN hershmaN leesoN collection, Touching, Traces: 2020 election 

diaries fine art prints

selecTed awards, resideNcies, commissioNs

2022 lUmeN PriZe / Bcs immersive environment award longlist.

 sUNdaNce iNsTiTUTe | UNiTY chariTaBle FUNd GraNT.

2021 chrisTie’s New York first curated NFT sale “Proof of sovereignty.” 

 sUNdaNce iNsTiTUTe art of Practice Fellow, 2021 – 2022.

 smiThsoNiaN iNsTiTUTioN, ar commission for 175th anniversary.

 The PhoToGraPhers’ GallerY, london. ai commission.

2020 NaNTesBUch FoUNdaTioN commission.

2018 whiTNeY mUseUm of americaN arT, ar commision.

 ix VsioNarY PioNeer award, saT montreal, canada.

 Vrham Vr Festival hamburg, audience award. . 

2017 GooGle Vr TilT BrUsh artist in residence, san Francisco, Usa.

 NaTioNal eNdowmeNT For The arTs Boston cyberarts ar exhibit.

2015 seaTTle arT mUseUm, ar commission

2013 macdowell coloNY Fellow, Peterborough, Nh, Usa.

2012 FacT liVerPool commission for bio-sensing ar artworks

2009 iBm iNNoVaTioN award for artistic creation in art and Technology

2007 haUPTsTadTkUlTUrFoNds (Berlin capital city Fund) award

2006 YoUNG arT/New media award, munich.

2004 massachUseTTs iNsTiTUTe of TechNoloGY, caVs Fellow

2003 JaPaN FoUNdaTioN / kYoTo arT ceNTer Fellowship.

2001 rockeFeller FoUNdaTioN, New media arts Fellowship nominee.

1998 wired maGaZiNe computer art award.

1992 deUTsche VideokUNsTPreis Finalist, Zkm karlsruhe, Germany.

selecTed solo exhiBiTioNs 2009-2022

2022 kUNsTVereiN wolFsBUrG, “diverse realities” retrospective. 

 meeT diGiTal cUlTUre ceNTer, milan. ar immersive installation.

2021 The PhoToGraPhers’ GallerY, london. deepfake ai net art.

 dam ProJecTs BerliN, “Virtual Berlin wall” Vr and fine art prints.

2016 seaTTle arT mUseUm, olympic sculpture Park ar commission.

2009 harVard UNiVersiTY / GoeThe-iNsTiTUT BosToN

 americaN mUseUm / GoeThe-iNsTiTUT wa, d.c.

 BosToN cYBerarTs FesTiVal / GoeThe-iNsTiTUT BosToN

 GallerY [dam] BerliN, Germany. reVisioning the Virtual wall.

selecTed GroUP exhiBiTioNs 2009-2022

2022 arTour Basel, curator sabine himmelsbach.

 GaZelli arT hoUse, london. dimoda 4.0 “dis/location,” curator  

 christiane Paul.

 dam ProJecTs, Berlin. “command + control + Q”, curator anna  

 meinecke.

2021 smiThsoNiaN iNsTiTUTioN aiB, “FUTUres” 175th anniversary  

 exhibition, curator ashley molese.

 “5th BieNNial,” artists association in haus der kunst, munich

2020 “lichTsichT TrieNNial,” Bad rothenfelde, Germany. 

 GallerY Priska PasQUer, cologne, Germany, 20th anniversary 

2019 mUseUm of moderN arT, New York. “energy,” curators Paola  

 antonelli/anna Burckhardt. 

 PiNakoThek der moderNe mUNich, PiN. preview benefit auction.

 mUseUm siNclair-haUs, “illusionary Nature,” Bad homburg

 saN Jose mUseUm of arT, san Jose, ca. “almost human: 

 digital art from the Permanent collection”

2018 whiTNeY mUseUm of americaN arT, “Programmed: rules,  

 codes, and choreographies in art, 1965–2018,” curator christiane Paul.

2017 mUseUm of moderN arT, New York. “Thinking machines,”  

 curators sean anderson/Giampaolo Bianconi

 Priska PasQUer GallerY, “reseT iii and Virtual reality,” 

 cologne, Germany. curator Tina sauerländer.

 moViNG imaGe New York art Fair, New York.

2015 wiNG lUke mUseUm / smiThsoNiaN iNsTiTUTioN aFFiliaTe,  

 seattle, Usa. “construct/s,” curator stacey Uradomo.

2012 arT GwaNGJU art Fair, korea / The arT sYN ProJecTs london.

 Broad arT ceNTer, los angeles, Usa. “la re.Play” ar public art.

2011 VeNice BieNNale, italy. “manifest.ar ar intervention.”

 isTaNBUl BieNNial, parallel program “isea2011 / UNcoNTaiNaBle”

 ica BosToN, Usa. “manifest.ar@ica,” curator George Fifield.

2010   mUseUm of moderN arT NY. “we ar in moma,” ar intervention.

 PalaZZo medici-riccardi, Florence, italy. “colorito.”

2009   FoNdaZioNe QUeriNi sTammiPalia, Venice, italy. “concordanze.”

 laBoral ceNTro de arTe, Gijon, spain. “FeedForward,”  

 curators steve dietz & christiane Paul.




